What do I have to do to produce my “Come into my World” video clip?

Use the checklist below to make sure you know what you have to do before you film your clip.

I have:

○ Used the planning sheet to put together my ideas.
○ Read through my ideas and numbered them to show the order in which I will talk about them.
○ Used the ideas to write a speech that lasts no longer than 60 seconds.
○ Decided if I want to use music and if so which song.
○ Decided if I want to use a specific backdrop or film in a specific location.
○ Added extra information about the music, location or backdrop I am using on my speech in a different colour so I know what is happening when.
○ Enlisted a friend to help me and told them what I need them to do and when I need them to do it.
○ Read through the peer assessment sheet and double checked that I have included information on all of the criteria.

You can make your clip as exciting as you like. Why not include music which reflects your identity or photos of your favourite landscape and explain why it has meaning for you.

You must remember that the clip cannot be longer than 60 seconds and in order to get a high mark, you must cover all the points on the peer assessment sheet.

Good Luck!